
Classwork 1 – kinematics in one dimension 

 

1. A jogger runs to the right at 4m/s for five seconds. 

- Make a chart of the kinematics values   

- Draw a motion map 

- Make a graph of velocity vs. time and write the function in the graph 

- Make a graph of position vs. time and write the function in the graph 

 

2. A sailboat coasts to the left for 200m in ten seconds. 

- Make a chart of the kinematics values   

- Draw a motion map 

- Make a graph of velocity vs. time and write the function in the graph 

- Make a graph of position vs. time and write the function in the graph 

 

3. A stock car begins at rest and accelerates at a rate of 4.0m/s2 for 5.0s. 

- Make a chart of the kinematics values   

- Draw a motion map 

- Make a graph of velocity vs. time and write the function in the graph 

- Make a graph of position vs. time and write the function in the graph 

 

4. A car begins at a velocity of 5m/s and accelerates at a rate of 3m/s2 until it reaches 

20m/s. 

- Make a chart of the kinematics values   

- Draw a motion map 

- Make a graph of velocity vs. time and write the function in the graph 

- Make a graph of position vs. time and write the function in the graph 

 

5. A car moving at 20m/s hits the brakes slows to rest over a distance of 40m. 

- Make a chart of the kinematics values   

- Draw a motion map 

- Make a graph of velocity vs. time and write the function in the graph 

- Make a graph of position vs. time and write the function in the graph 

 

6. A runner jogging at 6m/s then accelerates at 4m/s2 over a distance of 8.0m. 

- Make a chart of the kinematics values   

 

7. A runner begins at rest and then accelerates at a rate of 2m/s2 for four seconds.  The 

runner then coasts for ten seconds and slows down at a constant rate in two seconds. 

- Make charts of the kinematics values   

- Draw a motion map 

- Make a graph of velocity vs. time and write the functions in the graph 

- Make a graph of position vs. time and write the functions in the graph 

 

 

 

 



8. Two toy cars face each other, separated by a distance of 12m.  When turned-on 

simultaneously, the left car moves right at 2m/s and the right car moves left at -1m/s.  

From the moment they begin until the moment they collide: 

- Draw a motion map 

- Make a graph of position vs. time 

- Determine the time at which they meet and the distance each has traveled 

 

9. Two cars race.  The faster blue car moves as vB and the slower red car moves at vR.  

The red car is given a head-start of distance, d.  They race and the blue car passes the red 

car. 

- Make a graph of position vs. time 

- Find the time at which they cross 

- What is this time if the red car doesn’t move at all 

- What is this time if the speeds are the same 

 

10. Two cars race.  The faster blue car moves as vB and the slower red car moves at vR.  

The blue car lets the red car go for a time, twait and then begins.  Eventually, the blue car 

passes the red car. 

- Make a graph of position vs. time 

- Find the time at which they cross 

- What is this time if the wait time is zero 

- What is this time if the speeds are the same 

 

11. Slim sits on a high-chair on the left side of a train flatcar moving at 10m/s.  Jim 

stands at the base of the chair.  Just as they both pass Tim, Jim begins walking right at 

2m/s, relative to the flatcar. 

- In Tim’s reference frame, graph the velocities of Slim and Jim 

- In Tim’s reference frame, graph the positions of Slim and Jim 

- In Slim’s reference frame, graph the velocities of Tim and Jim 

- In Slim’s reference frame, graph the positions of Tim and Jim 

- In Jim’s reference frame, graph the velocities of Tim and Slim 

- In Jim’s reference frame, graph the positions of Tim and Jim 

 

12. Jim is driving along a straight road with a velocity v.  At the instant he passes Slim 

(sitting in a car, at rest), Slim begins to accelerate at a to pass Jim. 

- Draw a motion map 

- Make a graph of velocity vs. time and write the functions in the graph 

- Make a graph of position vs. time and write the functions in the graph 

- When does Slim pass Jim, at what distance, and at what speed? 

 

 

 

 


